DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. As one of the few Black students, Echo goes into her freshman year at Dartmouth feeling watched and judged by her peers. How does Echo try to combat the constant staring? How effective is her way of doing things?

2. Who are the Defiance to Echo, and why do you think they are portrayed as archetypes of people in the Black community?

3. Why is Echo so adamant about finding her white Prince Charming? What does her desperation to be romantically accepted by a white person mean for her own perceptions of her self-worth?

4. Echo constantly struggles with the belief that she doesn’t belong anywhere and can never really be herself. In what aspects of her life do you see her using performance as a form of survival? What is the emotional toll on Echo of always portraying the opposite of what she’s feeling or thinking?

5. Discuss Echo’s relationship with Christianity. In what ways does she distance herself from religious belief? Do you think her standpoint on it changes by the end of the book?

6. What sorts of pressures does Echo feel as a first-generation college student? Why does she feel she cannot share what she has been going through at Dartmouth with her family back in Cleveland?

7. How does Echo’s attitude towards seeking help shift? How does asking for help make you stronger? In what ways does Echo change when she opens herself up to help and support from others?

8. “So much sorrow and despair, with roots that go all the way down to the bottom of time. A line, a matrix of generational pain. A legacy of suffering. Inescapable” (p. 186). This passage is speaking to generational trauma, meaning the pain inflicted on Echo’s family in previous generations can have lasting impacts on current ones. View the outline on page 187 and discuss how the tragedies of those that came before Echo have manifested in Echo’s own life.

9. Echo’s story emphasizes the importance of growth and healing, whether through professional therapy or portal travel to alternate universes. How do these practices spark change within Echo, and what other examples of healing practices does she attempt throughout the book?

10. How would you define Echo’s character development throughout the story? Do you believe she has fully unlocked her authentic self?